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SECTION ONE
CORPORATE INFORMATION

Company Name:

Capital Energy Group, LLC (CEG)

Phone Number:

(865) 936-4750

FAX Number:

(865) 381-1260

World Wide Web Site:

www.capitalenergygroup.com

State Incorporated:

Delaware

EIN:

84-3190384

Dun & Bradstreet:

117223059

Cage Code:

8FPR9

Corporate Officers:
CEO/President :

Thomas J. (TJ) McNamara

Vice President:

John C. Lexo

Director of EH&S:

Thomas G. Coldwell, SMS, OHST, CHST

Corporate Secretary:

Jordan T. McNamara

Director of Operations:

Thomas N. Schmidt

SECTION TWO
INTRODUCTION
Capital Energy Group, LLC (CEG), one of the nation’s leading turnkey environmental
management small business contractors, draws upon the experience and contracting skills of its
management team to address complex environmental projects. After fifteen years of selfperformed project operations and three recent acquisitions; DEMCO Power & Federal Services
Group, LLC (SBE), CSS, LLC (VSOB MBE), and B-Power, LLC (WO SBE MBE DBE LBGTQ), we have
changed our name and rebranded ourselves from Tradingo Energy Group to meet a myriad of
offered services and capital projects within the Power (nuclear, fossil, wind) and governmental
(DOE, DOD, USACE, NAVSEA, NASA) industries. We are a privately held company that specializes
in Nuclear Facility Demolition, Radiological and Non-Radiological Projects, Asbestos and
Beryllium Abatement, Hazardous & Biological Material Decontamination, Removal & Disposal,
Environmental Remediation, Deconstruction, Decommissioning, Segmentation and Salvage.
Over the last thirteen years we have matured into a nationally recognized contracting firm that
has set the standards by which other D&D contractors are judged across the DOE Complex,
DOD, and the Commercial Nuclear Industry.
CEG regularly addresses the complex radiological, chemical, biological, and hazardous materials
found in DOE and Commercial Nuclear facilities, refineries, chemical plants and manufacturing
facilities, and utilizes proprietary technology, specialty equipment, licensing, and the
comprehensive field experience of trained management and site personnel, complimented by
local union craft, to safely and efficiently complete each project. We routinely perform these
projects under both the Demolition FAR and Construction FAR.
CEG has successfully navigated the complex learning curve associated with working within the
Federal and Commercial Nuclear Complex. We utilize our own in-house project management
teams supported by our corporate office executive management over each of our specific
industry projects. Our in-house site project managers are subject matter experts (SME’s) that
have on average over 30-years in the field performing the related scope of the projects they are
assigned to oversee. CEG governmental and commercial nuclear site management teams work
to a proprietary Project Execution Plan (PEP) and a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) system
that is governed under our Project Management Operational Playbook.
The PEP plan incorporates every task and function of the project and Project Management
which includes Integrated Safety Management Systems, QA/QC, Hazard Analysis, JHA’s, POD,
EOD, Engineering, Emergency Response, Project Controls, Material Management, Continuous
Performance Improvements, Corrective Action, and Closeout. Our project management systems
are backed-up by 15-years of historical company information and lessons learned by CEG’s
successful completion of over 400 radiological and hazardous demolition and remediation
projects.

The CEG management philosophy is to ensure our company size and capabilities can fully
support the needs of our clients while at the same time maintaining the ability of our entire
leadership team to stay fully engaged with each site.
We have watched other companies lose sight of this essential company attribute by growing too
quickly, spreading themselves too thin and in many cases performing at a level that falls well
short of client expectations.
Monumental changes in the landscape of both the federal and commercial nuclear industry
continue to evolve. COVID-19 challenges, extreme working environments, an increased focus on
environmental issues and continued change in the regulatory process are just a few of the
drivers effecting change in the industries we serve and CEG has been on the forefront of
addressing issues and working with our Federal and Commercial Nuclear Utility clients under
partnerships philosophies to utilize best industry practices from the commercial nuclear
governmental, and industrial markets.
Our demonstrated ability to perform beyond expectations on fixed-cost and performance-based
projects is a strong reflection of our company’s stellar reputation of safe and successful projects.
Over 90% of our business has been within the DOE, DOD, Federal Agencies, and the Utility
(Nuclear, Fossil, & Wind) Industry with over 98% of our contracts being Fixed Price, Performance
Based, Fee-at-Risk formats, which have repeatedly proven beneficial to our clients.

SECTION THREE
STRATEGIC AQUISITIONS
In 2019, CEG reached out to several of our clients to address their Small Business Enterprise
goals and Minority Business Enterprise yearly allotments. To assist our clients with their goals
and diversify our services, CEG reached out to several Women Owned, and Minority Business
Enterprises for possible mergers and minority share acquisitions.

Power Services Group
In December of 2019, CEG completed its first acquisition, DEMCO Power Services Group, from a
novation of two (2) DOE Federal 5-Year DD&R BOA’s at ORNL and SRS and a purchase of both
the Federal and Power Services Group. This was a key acquisition as Tradingo Energy Group
managed and provided site operations to all DEMCO Power Services Group projects since 2006
throughout the DOE Complex, Construction Industry, and the Power (Nuclear Fossil, Wind)
Industry.
• Demolition
• Civil & Excavation
• Hazardous Waste Removal and Disposal
• Interior Demolition & Strip-outs
• Radiological Demolition & Remediation

The most recent acquisition occurred in January 2020 with a 49% share purchase of B-Power,
LLC, a Woman Owned Small Economically Disadvantaged Minority Business Enterprise and
LGBTQ company. B-Power, LLC will retain its current name and operate jointly with CEG on
governmental and commercial nuclear projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional Staff Augmentation
Commercial Nuclear Professionals
DOE, DOD, USACE, NAVSEA Professional Staffing
Labor Broker Services
Seconded Craft Union Labor
Human Performance Program Management

Together, as a turnkey professional services leader in the commercial and governmental nuclear
industry we will remain focused on delivering innovative solutions to our clients.
CEG Focused Acquisition Integration
▪

Strengthens CEG’s diversified and differentiated leadership position, providing
innovative government, infrastructure, and industrial professional services.

▪

Establishes CEG as a leader in our industry, offering greater opportunities for employees
as well as enhanced services to our clients.

▪

Increases CEG’s proportion of higher growth, while streamlining our operating model
offering additional and diversified services.

▪

Integration of all three companies provide complementary offerings across our
combined client base to broaden our national and global footprint.

▪

Creates significant potential to extend CEG’s leadership in management and lifecycle
services for government, commercial nuclear, and industrial clients, including
operations, maintenance, and specialty services.

▪

Enhances our top-tier position in nuclear and environmental services

SECTION FOUR
SERVICES and STATES OF OPERATION
Planning Services
•

Program & Project Management

•

Regulated Material Assessment

•

Master Planning

•

Regulatory Compliance Audits

•

Risk Management

•

End State Alternatives

•

Pre-Decommissioning/ Demolition
Assessments

•

Schedule Planning & Phasing

•

Budget Estimates

•

Health & Safety Planning

•

Community Involvement

•

Government & Agency Interface

•

Project Funding Strategies

•

Cyber Security & Programming

•

Asset Analysis (Equipment &
Salvage)

•

Equipment Inventory

•

Time and Cost Saving Project
Evaluation

•

Adaptive Re-use Evaluations

•

Environmental Impacts & Quality
Review

Environmental Investigation Services
•

Base Mapping

•

Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Studies

•

Universal Waste Inventory

•

Abatement and Remediation Design

•

Hazardous Material Investigation

•

Coal Pile Closure

•

Asbestos & Lead Surveys

•

Ash Lagoon Investigation & Closure

•

Subsurface Investigations of Soil &
Groundwater

•

Landfill Closure

•

Environmental Permitting

•

Government & Agency Interface

•

Drone Mapping & Video

•

Contaminated Building Material
Investigations

•

Spill Investigations

•

UST & AST Analysist

Demolition and Remediation Design
•

Value Engineering

•

Landscape Architecture

•

Base Mapping

•

Site Water Management

•

Ongoing Operation Asset
Protection

•

Government & Agency Interface

•

Promote green remediation, and
sustainable solutions

•

Creative reuse planning integrated with
cleanup

•

Work with developers and owners to
facilitate redevelopment

•

In-depth understanding of EPA and
state requirements

•

Staff & Craft Augmentation

•

Site Security

•

Pad Ready Site Re-Development

•

Site Planning

•

Utility Design

•

Road & Site Infrastructure Design

•

Finish Grading Plan

•

Utility Capping & Removal

Construction Management Services
• Pre-Qualify Contractors &
Subcontractors
•

Bid Package Plans & Specifications

•

Bidding Assistance & Evaluation

•

Construction Administration

•

Construction Inspection

•

Construction Management

•

Environmental Project Monitoring

• Construction & Demolition
Permitting

•

Hazardous Materials Management

•

Cost Estimating

•

Government & Agency Interface

•

Post-Closure Monitoring

•

Safety Monitoring

•

Quality Control Inspection

•

Schedule Management

•

Staff & Craft Augmentation

•

Heavy Equipment - UHD

Demolition and Remediation Services
•

Dismantlement & Relocation

•

Lead, Mercury, Asbestos, PCB, and
Beryllium Abatement, Removal &
Remediation

•

Equipment Rigging

•

Conventional Demolition

•

Containerization of Hazardous Materials

•

Implosion/Controlled Structure
Collapse

•

Segmentation of MRC’s

•

Ferrous & Non-Ferrous Metal
Processing

•

Radiological Water Removal and
Disposal

•

Emergency Response Services

•

UST Demolition, Removal & Site
Restoration

•

Material Characterization &
Stabilization

•

Emergency Containment & Spill
Response for Hazardous Materials

•

Material Loading & Shipping for
Disposal

•

•

Low Level Radiological Remediation

Manifesting, Transportation & Third
Party Disposal of Hazardous & NonHazardous Waste

Decontamination Services
•

State-of-the-Art Engineering
Controls

•

Removal, Transportation & Disposal of
Sludge, Liquids & Solid Industrial
Residue and Waste

•

Robotics

•

ACM & Beryllium Abatement

•

Line Purging & Flushing

•

Biological

•

Removal, Encapsulation & Enclosure of
Asbestos Containing Materials

•

Mold Abatement

•

Waste Packaging

•

Oil removal

•

•

Industrial & UHP Cleaning

Transportation & Disposal of Hazardous
Materials

STATES OF OPERATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tennessee (Corporate Headquarters)
Kentucky
Georgia
South Carolina
Alabama
Florida
North Carolina
South Carolina
Virginia
Arkansas
Louisiana
Maryland
Missouri
Mississippi
Texas
New Mexico
Utah
Nevada
Arizona
California (San Diego Satellite Operations Office)
Wyoming
Indiana
Ohio
Pennsylvania
New York
New Jersey
New Hampshire

CEG analyzes each project individually, which results in a tailor-made resolution to each
client’s situation.
The ability of CEG to provide such a wide range of turnkey services, relieves the client of
the burdensome task of managing several contractors, while reducing their liability,
leaving the client with a single source to manage and execute their project, at significant
cost and time savings.
CEG responds to a wide variety of customer needs in the most cost effective, timely
manner available. The result is money saving, positive solutions to everyday, and
special, industrial problems.
CEG'S MANAGEMENT TEAM STRIVES TO ENSURE 100% SAFE AND SUCCESSFUL PROJECT
OPERATIONS ON EACH AND EVERY TASK PERFORMED
In addition to our fixed price and T&M services, CEG specializes in providing technical
and professional staff and also union craft labor management and broker services for
federal, industrial, construction and power (nuclear, fossil, hydro, wind) industry issues,
outage and non-outage support for long term and short term assignments. Our
approach to staff and craft augmentation integrates an understanding of our client’s
needs and aligning those needs with the expertise of our technical and union craft
professionals because we are part of all the markets, we serve performing fixed price
and capital projects.
Tradingo Energy Consulting Group was a power and federal projects demolition and
environmental management company that was founded in 2006 and later renamed
Capital Energy Group, LLC in 2019 by our CEO/President Thomas J. (TJ) McNamara. Over
the last 15 years the company has performed some of the highest profile D&D projects
within the DOE Legacy Waste Complex and the Commercial Nuclear Industry.
In 2008 we expanded our services and diversified markets to meet a myriad of needs
from our clients and formed our Project Management Professionals Division, which
provides staff and craft augmentation, and our Construction Services Division, which
self-preforms domestic and international construction services.
CEG recognizes the complexities involved in staffing large industrial construction,
federal, nuclear and specialty utility projects. Our Project Staffing Method promotes
consistent practices in the evaluation and placement of associates and assures
alignment with project-specific goals and objectives. The employee staffing process is
designed to integrate our client’s need and the project scope in the evaluation of
candidates.

SECTION FIVE
MANAGEMENT TEAM
WITHIN THE CONTRACTING INDUSTRY, THE MOST IMPORTANT RESOURCE OF
A COMPANY IS THE MOST DIFFICULT TO ACQUIRE:
TALENTED, EXPERIENCED, AND DEDICATED PERSONNEL
Our personnel are leaders in the industry and have been innovators of many current
techniques accepted as standard practices. This team has designed and executed many
site-specific projects for commercial and governmental clients throughout the United
States and Canada. Our management team has a long history of successfully and
dependably providing the highest quality services to clients.
CEG's management team has been associated with each other for over 20 years and
have been under the same company entity for the last 15 years. The team has
successfully negotiated some of the most complex and successfully executed
decommissioning hazardous waste projects in the nation. We are prepared to serve
your needs and will produce solutions that will ensure the completion of your project
safely, on time and within budget.
Our key to performance is the strength of our team, their experience, accumulated
knowledge, and commitment.
CEG brings to bear strong core competencies to provide a reputable brand-name
alternative to the typical service provider, which maximizes value to our customer.
▪ P&P Bonds to guarantee our performance
▪ Access to over 3,000+ professional and craft associates on sites across the U.S.
and abroad
▪ Project management oversight and cost controls to ensure that our projects are
performed under budget and on schedule and in accordance with required
industry standards
▪ Environmental and regulatory experts on staff who ensure compliance with
environmental regulations (both above ground and below ground) and who
have knowledge to ensure “no further action” notifications received at lowest
cost.
▪ An experienced asbestos remediation, radiological, and demolition
management team that has performed on hundreds of projects in the power
generation industry and federal markets (DOE & DOD), including some of the
largest nuclear segmentation and specialty projects in the U.S.; to date > $1.5B

CEG'S KEY PERSONNEL ARE OUR MOST VALUABLE ASSET &
THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS
Key Personnel
THOMAS MCNAMARA
CEO/President – Principal Managing Member
Mr. McNamara oversees all of CEG’s day to day operations with a focus on nuclear deactivation,
decommissioning, and removal (DD&R) and business development of CEG. He is a senior nuclear
and power executive with extensive U.S., Canada, and Middle East program management,
construction management and nuclear management expertise over the last 36 years in
managing over $4.5B of projects in the power generation markets and governmental agencies
including the Department of Energy, Department of Defense, Naval Reactors, and US Army Corp
of Engineers. Additional areas of responsibilities include full P&L responsibilities, construction
management, financial management, nuclear cyber security, strategic planning, program
management and large capital nuclear decommissioning and deconstruction projects. He is
Particularly effective in managing large operating budgets, large capital construction projects,
organizational change, and turnarounds. He has established a consistent and proven ability to
lead organizations in the completion of major projects to reach a higher level of safety and
performance.
Currently, Mr. McNamara also holds an outside Board position with ReXXel, LLC as Chairman of
Power Services.
Mr. McNamara holds an Executive MBA Certification with Kellogg Business School,
Northwestern University’s Executive Development Program and a NASD and Series 63
Professional License. Additionally, he is a Commercial Nuclear National Board of Registration
Society Commercial Nuclear Boiling Water Reactor & Pressurized Water Reactor Containment
Specialist. Other Commercial Nuclear certifications include Radiation Protection, Rad Waste,
and ALARA Engineering. McNamara attended Duquesne Prep School, MVCC, Kellogg, and
Syracuse University Business School for his professional licenses.
JOHN LEXO
Vice President Nuclear Operations
Mr. Lexo has more than 45 years of progressive experience in Engineering, Construction,
Environmental, Waste Management, Waste Disposition, Project Management, Decommissioning
& Decontamination, Demolition, and Radiological Projects on over 300 DOE and Commercial
Nuclear radiological structures.
He is a degreed engineer, and he is experienced is all aspects of project management and
successful project execution across sixteen (16) DOE radiological sites and forty (40) commercial
nuclear units. Mr. Lexo is a certified and licensed asbestos supervisor, asbestos project monitor,
level 1 inspector, and certified competent person in a myriad of states. RFETS and the ORNL DOE
Operations Office have awarded Mr. Lexo the project safety award for excellence and project

operational award for multiple projects across both facilities. Mr. Lexo has a proven operational
and safety record on over $2B in safe and successful projects; in 40 years of managing projects
he has never had a recordable incident on any of his managed projects. This has been achieved
by his successful implementation and enforcement of corporate health and safety programs,
and all site-specific safety programs. Mr. Lexo is a former J2, US Army Intelligence and currently
is CEG’s key license qualifier.
THOMAS COLDWELL, SMS, OHST, CHST
Director of Environmental, Safety, & Health
Mr. Coldwell provides his personal commitment to achieving CEG’s “Zero Accident / Zero Hurts”
Performance Goal and supports our Integrated Safety Management. As a Certified Safety
Management Specialist, Corporate and Project Health & Safety Manager, Mr. Coldwell provides
all our nuclear and industrial jobsites a unique combination of regulatory compliance and
management experience, bringing his more than thirty (30) years’ experience and lessons
learned knowledge from domestic and international assignments of construction, demolition,
hazardous waste management and compliance with United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) standards. Mr.
Coldwell has established effective on-going liaisons between CEG and outside government
agencies, professional services, and ASSP, which keeps us current on the latest occupational and
environmental regulations. ORNL UT-Battelle awarded Mr. Coldwell the project safety award for
excellence on the “first ever” on-site remediation and removal of LLLW lines from the
Manhattan Project Hot Cells in the 3500 Area.
Mr. Coldwell’s wide-ranging technical knowledge includes Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) regulations, EM-385-1-1 (USACOE), Industrial Hygiene, United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) regulations, United States Department of Energy
(DOE), and the United States/International Petroleum Institute, National Examination Board in
Occupational Safety and Health (UK). Former Combat Medical Specialist, US Army.
THOMAS SCHMIDT, CHST
Operations Director / Senior Program Manager
Mr. Schmidt is a certified trained asbestos worker, certified competent person for excavations,
confined space and heavy construction equipment, RAD II certified and a certified HAZWOPER
supervisor. His experience includes the remediation, asbestos abatement, waste disposal,
segregation, and demolition of over 125 radiological structures over the last twenty-six (26)
years including demolition of a powerplant inside of an active refinery, strategic/selective
demolition allowing previously useless structures to be repurposed with a concentration on
reduce recycle, reuse being of concern on the environmental and financial front. ORNL DOE
Operations Office awarded Mr. Schmidt the project safety award for excellence and project
operational award for the Tank W1A project and the DD&R BOA. Mr. Schmidt is a 10-year
veteran fire fighter and rescue technician of the Grand Island Fire Company of New York, as such
he is no stranger to critical high stress situations including hazardous waste emergency response
operation.

Mr. Schmidt knows the importance of safety through experience, from the pre-bid walk down,
mobilization and start-up, through execution and demobilization. Mr. Schmidt is known for
taking the time to plan his projects’, accounting for both safety and quality in all aspects of his
projects regardless of monetary value of the contract. With projects valuing $2M – $250M, He
consistently comes in under budget and ahead of schedule. Because of his continual
engagement in his projects the resulting synergy created when his leadership philosophy of
“know your people and know their capabilities” really shines by enabling him to engage
personnel directly and assign personnel based on their strengths rather than thinking all
workers are equal because they have the same tittle. Mr. Schmidt has been directly responsible
for leading his projects, totaling over 3.4M man hours without an injury or incident contributing
to our ZERO HARM GOAL.
WAYNE MELTON
Project Manager/State License Qualifier/Senior Superintendent
Mr. Melton is a certified asbestos supervisor, certified competent person, RAD II certified and a
certified HAZWOPER supervisor. His experience includes the remediation, asbestos abatement,
waste disposal, segregation, and demolition of over 100 radiological structures over the last
thirteen (13) years. Mr. Melton provides executive and operational management to CEG’s DD&R
BOA at ORNL, SRS, and throughout the DOE Complex. As CEG’s key license qualifier, Mr. Melton
is extremely familiar with each state’s business law and construction law policies and mandates.
He implements those requirements on each CEG project and advises our other project
professionals and subcontractors in the applicable procedures required for each state we are
actively performing projects.
Mr. Melton is well diverse in his key core competencies of building and maintaining customer
and business relations, effective management, team building, utilizing quality tools in everyday
work practices, presentation preparation and delivery skills, and a track record of meeting and
exceeding all targets and milestone goals during his career with safety awareness as a number
one priority. He is experienced in all aspects of electrical, mechanical including ASME, ANSI
Standards and NEC, NFPA Codes, instrumentation, structural and civil field development of
engineered construction and decommissioning programs and project labor relations ensuring
safety and productivity under effective applications with 29CFR, 1910 and 1926 OSHA safety
requirements, quality control and start-up/field operations.

Capital Energy Group, LLC
Organizational Chart

Thomas J. (TJ) McNamara
CEO / President

Michael L. Kovacs
CFO

Jordan T. McNamara
Business Manager / HR

Employee Health Benefits

Thomas G. Coldwell
HSE & IH Director

Employee 401(k) Program

B-Power, LLC
WOSB, DBE, MBE, LGBTQ Enterprise

Safety & IH Managers
Assigned to Projects

Capital Energy Partners, LLC
VO, MBE

John C. Lexo
SVP Nuclear & Project Operations

Rich Capone
P6 Scheduler / Project Controls

Patrick Burke
Business Program Manager

Thomas N. Schmidt
Operations Director

John L. Stevens
Project Manager

Project Support Staff
Personnel

Timothy J. Conway
VP Business Development

Merve Senturk
VP Staff Augmentation

Nuclear & Industrial
Staff Augmentation Services

Nuclear & Industrial
Union & Non-Union Services

Wayne A. Melton
Senior Project Manager

Project Support Staff
Personnell

Sherman Barrett
Superintendent

Jessie Bolles
Superintendent

Union Craft

Union Craft

SECTION SIX
HEALTH & SAFETY
Every project undertaken by CEG is conducted in strict compliance with all applicable
Federal, State, and local regulations. Corporate and site-specific health and safety
programs, as well as emergency response plans, are strictly enforced.
CEG believes the well-being of our people is fundamental to our success. Our
passion for safety and our determination to care for one another and our
environment fosters mutual respect.
CEG's Corporate Safety Team utilizes their technical expertise and understanding of all
environmental and occupational health & safety rules and regulations, to ensure that all
of the following CEG safety programs are understood and enforced by all employees:

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Corporate Health & Safety Program
Site Specific Health & Safety Program
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response
Asbestos Abatement Program
Medical Surveillance Program
Hot Work Program
Hearing Conservation
Respiratory Protection Program
Hazard Communication Program
Fall Protection Program
Lead/Cadmium Awareness Program
Confined Space Entry Program
Substance Abuse Policy
SDS Manual & Maintenance
Standard Operating Procedures
Equipment Maintenance and Inspection
Project Audit & Inspections
Code of Conduct & Ethics Program

CEG's MANAGEMENT BELIEVES THAT:
" SAFETY & QUALITY ARE VIRTUES THAT ELEVATE CEG ABOVE MANY OTHERS WITHIN
THE INDUSTRY."

Our corporate health and safety plan and QAP are included as attachments to this SOQ
due to their size and page count.
CEG works under a Site Specific Safety Plan (SSSP) that is developed for each individual
work task and evolution of a project. The SSSP also includes AHA’s, Emergency Actions
and Response, and PPE. The corporate and project health and safety plans identify the
specific procedures applicable to protect CEG, its employees, our subcontractor(s) and
all other site personnel that enter our work area. The Site Specific Plan supplements
the CEG Corporate Health & Safety Program, as revised. The health and safety
protocols established in this plan are based on the site conditions and hazards known
and/or anticipated to be present based on the available site data and walk downs
which, is addressed in the CEG Hazard Analysis.
This SSSP describes the policy requirements for protection of project personnel and the
general public. It is the basis for compliance with Title 29 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Parts 1904 (Ref. 4.1), 1910 (Ref. 4.2), and 1926 (Ref. 4.3).
CEG believes that all accidents are preventable. Accordingly, CEG adopts a “Zero
Accident” goal for all of our projects. All planning, preparation, and execution is
performed with specific attention to the safety of employees, visitors, and the public.
No unsafe acts will be tolerated.
CEG site project operations continuously identify and correct site health and safety
issues by working in partnership with employees and contractors at all levels to:
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate injuries and ill health at work.
Prevent incidents.
Stop work authority for all employees and subcontractors.
Lessons Learned from events and seek out and use best practices.
Corrective Action Plans.

Health and safety hazards are evaluated during the planning phase for each aspect of
the project and in the course of lessons learned throughout the project. Engineering
controls are the preferred means of addressing such hazards, followed by
administrative controls, then by personal protective equipment (PPE).

Project Management and Quality Control
CEG provides full-service turnkey project management. The process begins with
comprehensive evaluation of the project plans and specifications, prior to bid, through
the project close out. The following outlines the comprehensive services CEG performs:
➢ Time and Cost Saving Project Evaluation
A team of top-rated estimators review each project to ensure that all cost
savings, as well as safety options, have been evaluated.
➢ Proposal Preparation
Proposals are carefully prepared for the client. These proposals outline, in
detail:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Costs
Project Procedures
Schedule
Cost Saving Options for Review

➢ Project Management
A World Class Management Team is assigned to the project to ensure that the
project is performed safely, within the budget and to the owner’s satisfaction.
➢ Quality Control
The QA/QC Program assists project managers by monitoring on and off-site
personnel management, developing site-specific technical plans,
communication/documentation requirements and chain of custody procedures.
QA/QC also manages information to assure that resources are being utilized
properly. Critical-path schedules are produced to ensure that resources are
being properly allocated and utilized for each task, and to examine the
interdependence of individual project tasks.

Previous DEMCO Power Services & Tradingo EMR (rebranded to Capital Energy Group)

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

.79

.78

.78

.89

.78

SECTION SEVEN
INSURANCE & BONDING

SECTION EIGHT
PROJECTS

Capital Energy Group, LLC (CEG) is a privately held
small business enterprise that specializes in Fixed
Price Demolition (Governmental, Nuclear &
Industrial), Environmental Remediation,
Deconstruction, Decommissioning, Segmentation
and Salvage. NAICS 562910
Over the years, CEG’s in-house management team
have safely and successfully performed projects
totaling over $1.5B. Additionally, CEG’s personnel
have performed D&D and staff augmentation
services on 120 projects at 74 Commercial Nuclear
sites, 450 DOE Nuclear DD&R Projects, 15 Wind
Turbine Demolition and Segmentation projects,
and the Environmental Remediation and
Deconstruction of 24 Fossil Power Plants.

CEG is a national leader in support
services for DOE and commercial
nuclear decommissioning,
demolition, environmental,
segmentation of large-scale
equipment, and outage projects.
CEG offers unparalleled safe
successful solutions and
predictable quality for our client’s
critical path projects and ongoing
operations.

Yankee Rowe, Trojan, Rancho Seco, Zion, McGuire

CAPITAL ENERGY GROUP, LLC (CEG) - 12 MONTH ROLLING PROJECT LIST
Client: UT-Battelle, LLC / Department of Energy
Location: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
1 Bethel Valley Rd Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Client Procurement Officer: Chad Wilson, C: 865-804-8595, E: wilsoncr@ornl.gov
Project: Building 7914, 7914A, 7915 MPOB HFIR Asbestos Abatement, Demolition, and
Construction Project
Duration: 07/2020 – Present
Project Award Number: 4000181191 / Value: $955,780.94 /
Type: Fixed Price
Highlights: On Budget, On Schedule Zero Recordables and No
First Aids
Hazards: Asbestos, Universal Waste
Capital Energy Group, LLC was awarded the asbestos abatement, demolition, and slab and
construction area excavation and removal for Buildings 7914, 7914A, 7915 MPOB in the High
Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) Area at ORNL. Since award CEG has been awarded a GC contract to
manage the installation of 46 Micropiles and to self-perform an additional excavation of 8500 sq
ft of area, placement of a Winfab 400 geogrid mat, and the structural backfill of soils at 98%
compaction.
Client: Four Rivers Nuclear Partners / Department of Energy / Paducah
Location: Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Facility National Laboratory
5600 Hobbs Rd Kevil, KY 42057
Client Technical Project Officer: James Miller, C: 865-399-3161, E: james.miller@pad.pppo.gov
Client Procurement Officer: Ron Casper, C: 270-564-3629, E: ron.casper@pad.pppo.gov
Project: Emergent S&R – Utah, Wyoming, and Nebraska
Duration: 10/2020 - 5 Days
Project Award Number: 378300716 / Value: $133,052.67/
Type: Fixed Price
Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule, Zero
Recordables and No First Aids
Hazards: Classified Project – No specific details allowed for
discussion
Client: UT-Battelle, LLC / Department of Energy
Location: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
1 Bethel Valley Rd Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Client Technical Project Officer: Wendell Ely, C: 865-384-8682, E: elywg@ornl.gov
Client Procurement Officer: Chad Wilson, C: 865-804-8595, E: wilsoncr@ornl.gov

Project: Building 4500S Laboratory Renovation & 4500N Wing 1 Office/Laboratory Renovation
Project
Duration: 07/2020 – 08/2020
Project Award Number: 4000181157 / Value: $346,595.42 / Type: Fixed Price
Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule, Return of $30,000 on a Fixed Price Contract and
Negotiated Additional Scope in Return, Zero Recordables and No First Aids
Hazards: Radiological, Hazwoper, Asbestos, Lead, Universal Waste, Beryllium
Capital Energy Group, LLC performed the asbestos abatement
(glove bag and floor tiles/mastic), lead decontamination and
sampling, piping and water system segmentation/removal,
universal waste removal, and laboratory equipment disposal. The
project included a CEG return/negotiated additional scope of
$30K to perform similar scope in the 4500N Wing 1 office areas.
Client: UCOR Oak Ridge, LLC URS I CH2M / Department of Energy / ETTP
Location: East Tennessee Technology Park (Former K25 Site)
2010 Highway 58 Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Client Site Technical Rep (STR): Steven Reed, C: 208 520-8640, E: Steven.Reed@orcc.doe.gov
Client Procurement Officer: Elaine Najmola, C: 865-604-3815, E: elaine.najmola@orcc.doe.gov
Project: Building 1200 Centrifuge Complex High Reach D&D Project
Project Award Number: SC-20-049644 / Value: $2,250.000.00 / Type: Fixed Price
Duration: 11/2019 – 08/2020
Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule with Zero Recordables and No First Aids
Hazards: Radiological, Hazwoper, Asbestos, Lead, Universal Waste
CEG performed the 1200 Centrifuge and later the 1600 Centrifuge
Complex High Reach D&D Project at ETTP for UCOR. The project
includes a first ever event in the Oak Ridge Complex history with
CEG providing and operating an Ultra High Reach Komatsu PC1250
with a 140’ stick that includes a LaBonty rotating shear for the
complex project demolition.
Client: UT-Battelle, LLC / Department of Energy / ORNL – DEMCO
Location: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
1 Bethel Valley Rd Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Client Technical Project Officer: Steve Laman, C: 865-382-3934, E: Lamansl@Ornl.Gov
Client Procurement Officer: Chad Wilson, C: 865-804-8595, E: wilsoncr@ornl.gov
Project: Building 6000B Interior Cleanup/Strip-out and Demolition Project
Duration: 10/2019 – 12/2019
Project Award Number: 4000174869 / Value: $167,696.87 / Type: Fixed Price

Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule, Zero Recordables and No First Aids
Hazards: Universal Waste, Electrical
CEG performed the Building 6000B Cleanup/Strip-out and Demolition at
ORNL for DEMCO and UT-Battelle. CEG removed all the universal waste,
piping, HVAC, ceiling tiles, floor tiles, electrical systems & wiring, and the
diamond wire cutting and segmentation of a block wall within the interior
of 6000B. In conjunction with the cleanup, demolition, and removal of
interior SOW items, CEG installed temporary fencing to perform the
segmentation and removal of the exterior HVAC, wall enclosure, and
concrete pilings.
Client: UT-Battelle, LLC / Department of Energy / ORNL – DEMCO
Location: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
1 Bethel Valley Rd Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Client Technical Project Officer: Steve Laman, C: 865-382-3934, E: Lamansl@Ornl.Gov
Client Procurement Officer: Chad Wilson, C: 865-804-8595, E: wilsoncr@ornl.gov
Project: Building 4500N Data Center Asbestos and Demolition Project
Duration: 06/2019 – 12/2019
Project Award Number: 4000172119 / Value: $802,004.78 / Type: Fixed Price
Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule, Zero Recordables and No First Aids
Hazards: Radiological, Hazwoper, Asbestos, Lead, Universal Waste, Beryllium, Electrical, Silica
Capital Energy Group, LLC performed the
asbestos, lead, and beryllium abatement,
interior strip-out of equipment,
demolition, disposal, and salvage of the
former Cray Supercomputer Data Center
in Building 4500N at ORNL. The work
was performed in an active operational
laboratory and office building which was
surrounded by Department of Energy and
UT-Battelle senior management
personnel. After assuming control of the
area when it was determined to be
deenergized and in a cold and dark state,
CEG’s onsite project electrician
discovered three live electrical lines
within the project work area. Work was
stopped and the lines were deenergized
by the UT-Battelle staff prior to resuming
operations.

Client: Four Rivers Nuclear Partners / Department of Energy / Paducah
Location: Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Facility National Laboratory
5600 Hobbs Rd Kevil, KY 42057
Client Technical Project Officer: James Miller, C: 865-399-3161, E: james.miller@pad.pppo.gov
Client Procurement Officer: Ron Casper, C: 270-564-3629, E: ron.casper@pad.pppo.gov
Project: C-535 and C-537 161 kv Switchyard Asbestos, PCB, Demolition and Disposal Project
Duration: 03/2019 – Present
Project Award Number: 378300712 / Value: $6,802,700.23/ Type: Fixed Price
Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule, Zero Recordables and No First Aids
Hazards: Radiological, Asbestos, Lead, PCB, Electrical, Silica, Classified DOE Site
Capital Energy Group, LLC is performing the asbestos, lead, PCB oil removal & disposal, and
demolition, disposal, and salvage of two 161 kV Switchyards at Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Facility.
Client: UT-Battelle, LLC / Department of Energy / ORNL – DEMCO
Location: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
1 Bethel Valley Rd Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Client Technical Project Officer: Steve Laman, C: 865-382-3934, E: Lamansl@Ornl.Gov
Client Procurement Officer: Chad Wilson, C: 865-804-8595, E: wilsoncr@ornl.gov
Project: 3500 Area Manhattan Project Hot Cell Process Waste Lines and Low-Level Liquid Waste
Lines Remediation Project
Duration: 03/2019 – 10/2019
Project Award Number: 4000169244 / Value: $812,858.99/ Type: Fixed Price
Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule, Zero Recordables and No First Aids
Hazards: Radiological, Hazwoper, Asbestos, Lead, Beryllium, Electrical, Silica, Mercury, Confined
Space
Capital Energy Group, LLC performed the asbestos, lead, mercury,
and beryllium abatement, radiological remediation, structural
backfill, and disposal of soils and removal of the Manhattan
Project Hot Cell Process Waste Lines and Low-Level Liquid Waste
Lines in the 3500 Area at ORNL.
Client: UT-Battelle, LLC / Department of Energy / ORNL – DEMCO
Location: Oak Ridge National Laboratory 1 Bethel Valley Rd Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Client Technical Project Officer: Steve Laman, C: 865-382-3934, E: Lamansl@Ornl.Gov
Client Procurement Officer: Chad Wilson, C: 865-804-8595, E: wilsoncr@ornl.gov
Project: 3 Year Demolition, Disposal, and Remendiation (DD&R) Basic Ordering Agreement
(BOA) Demolition Project
Duration: 04/2017 – 10/2019
Project Award Number: 4000169244 / Value: $6,874,112.23/ Type: Fixed Price

Highlights: Under Budget, Ahead of Schedule, Zero Recordables and No First Aids
ORNL DD&R Task Orders Awarded:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Building 7001 DD&R
2017 Small Suites DD&R
2018 Small Suites DD&R
Overhead Pipe Removal
Building 7015 and 7040 DD&R
Building 7607 DD&R
7000 Area DD&R
Room 4505 Segmentation & DD&R
PAM Demolition and Removal

CEG personnel have been together for over 15 years
performing Decommissioning and Demolition (D&D) projects
within the Department of Energy and the Commercial Nuclear
Industry. During that 15-year period we safely and successfully
performed the D&D on over 450 nuclear projects without a
recordable incident. Those same personnel performed all the
DD&R BOA Task Orders for UT-Battelle at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.

Project Activities:

✓ Project Management &
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Operations
Operational Readiness Review
Scheduling, Planning and
Coordination
Radiological and Clean
Demolition
Asbestos Abatement
Transite
Beryllium Abatement
Rad
Disposal
Salvage
Radioactive Contaminated Soil
Mercury Contaminated Soil
Soil Compaction Testing
Remediation
Hazardous Waste Transportation
and Shipping
Electrical LOTO Verification
Heavy Equipment Operations
HAZWOPER

• Provided experienced project management, training,
operations, safety, and schedule compliance.
• Provided trained and skilled local union craft under the CLA
✓
to support all project activities associated with the DD&R
✓
BOA.
✓
• Provided local IBEW union certified electricians to confirm
all equipment was de-energized and in a cold and dark status.
• Provided project equipment required to support site facility demolition, excavation,
environmental remediation, waste transportation activities, and salvage.
• Implemented and managed routine equipment maintenance for all project support
equipment.
• Coordinated all task evolutions with UTB site personnel.
• Performed radiological demolition, excavation, and remediation operations.
• Performed projects inside active labs, adjacent to active labs, and adjacent to UTB and DOE
site operations.
• Performed hazardous and universal waste removal.
• Mitigated critical path schedule issues to keep projects within budget and ahead of schedule
• All UTB ORNL awards were performed successfully without a recordable incident or first aid.

Prairie Island Nuclear Generation Facility / Xcel Energy
Value:

$2,100,000.00

Description: Fixed Price Generator Segmentation & Disposal Contract
Duration:

11/2018 – 05/2019

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids.
CEG personnel were awarded the Fixed Price Generator Segmentation and Disposal
Contract of two 600MW Generators. CEG utilized our in-house management team and
local union craft laborers to torch cut both Generators and dispose of as salvage. The
work was performed during normal plant operations adjacent to the site admin building
under extreme winter weather conditions that fell below -45 degrees in Minnesota.

St. Lucie Nuclear Generation Facility Steam Generators / FPL
Value:

$2,700,000.00

Description: Fixed Price Nuclear Steam Generators Segmentation & Disposal Contract
Duration:

09/2017 – 08/2018

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids.
CEG personnel were awarded the Fixed Price Nuclear Steam Generators Segmentation
& Disposal Contract of two radiological contaminated steam generators from St. Lucie’s
Reactor Building. CEG utilized our in-house management team and union craft laborers,
welders, and boilermakers recruited from outside the local union halls due to a high
volume of local construction activities. CEG torch cut both the upper sections of the
Generators and then welded steel plates over the lower units for disposal to the Clive
facility in Utah.

Studsvik Low Level Waste Storage & Processing Facility / Energy Solutions
Value:

$3,800,000.00

Description: Fixed Price D&D and Disposal Contract
Duration:

10/2016 – 07/2017

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids.
CEG personnel were awarded the Fixed Price D&D and Disposal Contract at the Studsvik
Waste Storage and Processing Facility to perform asbestos abatement, demolition,
remediation, and disposal of 6 buildings at the site for closure. CEG utilized our in-house
management team and local union craft laborers and operating engineers to perform all
work at the site.

ORNL / UCOR Tank W1A
Value:

$36,000,000.00

Description: Fixed Price Design, Construction, D&D, and Disposal Contract
Duration:

03/2013 – 11/2016

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids.
CEG personnel were awarded the Fixed Price Site Design, Construction, D&D, and
Disposal Contract at ORNL in the 3500 Area for UCOR. CEG utilized our in-house
management team and local union craft laborers and operating engineers to perform all
work at the site.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design, Construction and later demolition of a Cat 3 Nuclear Annex
Reprocessed soil that did not meet the NNSS WAC by emptying the box in the
excavation hole for additional homogenization or containerizing it (in 55-gallon
drums and concrete vaults) for storage as TRU waste
Removed and disposed of an underground 4,000 gallon major radiologically
contaminated stainless-steel tank and concrete support structure
Treated wastewater removed from the soil excavation pit and from the 4,000gallon tank prior to removal and disposal
Remediated and then backfilled the excavation area within the Cat 3 Annex
Decontamination and removal of contaminated equipment and of the Cat 3
Nuclear enclosure

Chemours/Delisle Chemical Plant
Value:

$1,400,000.00

Description: Fixed Price D&D and Disposal Contract
Duration:

06/2018 – 03/2019

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids.
CEG personnel were awarded the Fixed Price D&D and Disposal Contract of a 250MW
fossil power plant inside of an active chemical plant. CEG personnel strategically
decommissioned all components while the plant stayed active and the attached working
control room continued normal operations. Lift plans and all work plans were presented
and approved by plant personnel prior to work commencing. High reach equipment with
a 120’ stick with shear was used in the demolition and disposition of materials.

North Anna Nuclear Generation Station / Dominion Energy
Value:

$4,600,000.00

Description: Fixed Price Construction, Segmentation, and Disposal LP/HP Turbine
Contract
Duration:

06/2015 – 11/2015

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids.
CEG personnel were awarded the Fixed Price Construction, Segmentation, and Disposal
of the LP/HP Turbine Contract at North Anna Nuclear Generation Station to size reduce
HP & LP Turbines, Blast Shields, and Shrouds with associated equipment. CEG utilized
our in-house management team and local & outside recruited union craft laborers,
welders, pipefitters, and operating engineers to perform torch cutting segmentation,
critical lift removal, and disposal within a large tent structure constructed by CEG.

Green Mountain Wind Farm / NextEra Energy
Value:
$1,400,000.00
Description: Fixed Price D&D and Disposal Contract

Duration:

09/2017 – 12/2017

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids.
CEG personnel were awarded the Fixed Price D&D and Disposal Contract of eight 240’
wind turbines and two 200’ MET Towers. CEG utilized our in-house management team
and local union craft laborers and operating engineers to perform all work at the site.
The wind turbines and towers were conventionally dropped to engineered designated
locations utilizing 3” steel cables and heavy equipment
•
•
•
•

Demolition and size reduction of over 750 CY of concrete debris.
Torch cut, transportation and recycling of approximately 1,450 tons of steel.
Collection and recycling of approximately 350 gallons of gear oil, 200 gallons of
hydraulic oil and 60 gallons of antifreeze.
Worked through uncooperative wind and weather conditions on a daily basis.

GE Inland Empire 800MW Combine Cycle
Value:

$48,048,000.00

Description: Staff and Union Craft Seconded Augmentation Services Contract
Duration:

06/2013 – 11/2015

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables
CEG personnel originally were awarded the Inland Empire Combine Cycle site T&M
union labor contract to manage all site union craft for GE. The contract was amended to
include I&C and I&E techs, vibration specialist, and commissioning engineers to support
start-up operations. A second contract was negotiated with GE and CEG personnel to
also provide small tools, PPE, and consumables to support site construction.

SMUD – Ranch Seco Nuclear Power Station
Value:

$6,620,870.00

Description: Reactor Building Demolition
Duration:

04/2015 – 12/2015

HIGHLIGHTS:
Zero recordables and zero first aids
CEG personnel were awarded a Fixed Price contract for the Reactor Building Demolition
at Rancho Seco Nuclear Power Station
•

Demolition of the Rad contaminated reinforced concrete interior reactor support
structure from 67’ above grade to 30’ below grade.

•

Demolition and removal of the remaining reactor cooling piping

•

Demolition of the stainless steel reactor cavity refuel liner

•

Demolition of structural support steel

•

Demolition of the reactor building polar crane, trolly, girders, and crane rail

•

Packaged and shipped all waste via rail car to Clive in Utah, including 34,541,000
lbs of crushes concrete

•

$1M early completion bonus

Yankee Atomic Electric – Yankee Rowe Atomic Power Station
Value:

$49,000,000.00

Description: Complete Site Decommissioning
Duration:

04/2009 – 09/2015

HIGHLIGHTS:
CEG personnel were contracted by Yankee Atomic Electric Company to provide
complete decommissioning & demolition services of the Yankee Rowe Atomic Power
Station, located in Rowe, Massachusetts. The 600-megawatt, pressurized-water reactor
and plant support structures, constructed in 1960, was the third nuclear power plant
built in the United States. The Yankee Rowe Power station was the only NRC reactor unit
constructed completely above ground and operated for 32 years. Two year accelerated
scope of work included: project controls, characterization of all wastes, the

decontamination and demolition of all above grade structures, creation of new storage,
staging and parking areas, waste size reduction, loading, transportation & offsite
disposal of all wastes, and site restoration. The decontamination and demolition of all
27 above ground structures will produce approximately 70,000,000 pounds of waste, of
which 50,000,000 pounds will be shipped as Low Level Waste to Envirocare of Utah.
CEG successfully performed the complex task of removing the elevated steel vapor
container coated in PCB paint. The removal of this 225-foot high steel vapor container
(VC) was difficult not only due to the height, but also the shape of the sphere. The globe,
or sphere, prohibited the use of scaffolding for safe access to the structure, thus access
was only available through the use of cranes and equipment with man baskets. In
addition, the difficulty of the VC removal was magnified by the need to remove the PCB
containing paint coating on the VC, prior to any “hot work” being performed on the VC
dome, as required by the US EPA (40CFR 761). CEG personnel, in conjunction with the
owner YAEC, petitioned the US EPA to provide a variance for “hot work”, or torch
cutting work, to be permitted on the upper portion of the VC to expose the reactor core
CEG personnel was required to collect, manage and treat approximately 2,000,000
gallons of groundwater during the contaminated radioactive soil removal project
surrounding the demolition of the Spent Fuel Pool. We collected all ground water
utilizing pumps and well points for storage within 20,000 gallon holding tanks;
performed sampling and analysis; treatment through a resin bed system for the removal
of heavy metals and PCB’s; and final treatment through an evaporator system for the
removal of radioactive contaminates. Prior to final discharge, all treated liquids
underwent final confirmatory sampling by 2 NRC approval laboratories.
Approximately 95,000 square feet of radioactive transite, galbestos and roofing
materials were successfully removed.
Complete demolition of the Turbine Building was performed as asbestos containing
waste, due to all painted surfaces within the structure containing ACM. All Federal, state
and local variances for this work were designed and negotiated by CEG personnel with
all agencies.
Removed approximately 45,000 square feet of PCB paint, with PCB content of as great
as 5000 ppm, from various concrete surfaces by employing ultra-high-water pressure
(UHP) equipped with a vacuum recovery system.
Demolished over 50,000 square feet of structures at the site with all structures being
demolished, packaged, transported and disposed of as radioactive wastes. Structures
included, Turbine Building, Services Building, Radwaste Warehouse, Spent Fuel Pool,
PCA 1&2, Waste Compactor Building, Vapor Container (VC) and the Reactor Support
Structure (RSS), which contained approximately 8,500 Cubic Yards of concrete.
Demolition operations included sizing; segregation; packaging; transportation; and
disposal of approximately 50,000,000 pounds of radioactive debris to Envirocare of
Utah.

Removed, through demolition operations, approximately 2,800 tons of structural steel,
equipment and miscellaneous components. Highlighting this task was the removal of
1,700 tons of low level radioactive 1” thick plate steel, performed under specially
designed critical lifting plans.
Removed stainless steel Spent Fuel Pool Liner utilizing lance cutting and robotics, to
minimize the exposure of workers to radiation. Portions of the liner materials were
packaged, transported and disposed of as high level radioactive materials.
Surface decontamination for ACM, PCB, radioactive materials was performed on from
various surfaces. The technologies utilized included ultra-high water pressure with
vacuum recovery, enclosed mechanical scarification (needle gun) or open air
scarification (needle gun w/ vac attachment).
CEG’s Management Team provided direct management, coordination, integrated
planning & execution of work. Additionally, we were required to manage over 75 on-site
craft personnel, performing multiple tasks on site each day. The result of this direct
management was that construction milestones and schedules were met.

Santee Cooper – Jefferies Generating Station
Value:

$9,069,000.00

Description: Asbestos Abatement & Demolition of a 4 Unit 346 MW Coal Fired Facility
Duration:

11/2016 – 12/2017

HIGHLIGHTS:
CEG personnel were awarded a Fixed Price contract to perform the asbestos abatement
and demolition of Santee Cooper’s Jefferies 4 Unit Coal Fired Plant.
Produced 15,500 tons of scrap steel, 10,000 cubic feet of asbestos containing material,
and 14,000 cubic yards of concrete
Full site restoration including the placement of backfill, topsoil, paving, drainage, and
new utility placement.

CEG Capabilities

Commercial Nuclear Projects

DOE Legacy Waste Site Projects

https://www.capitalenergygroup.com

